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Foreword 
Contractors who work in flood-prone areas must make 
sure that the work they do will stand up to the next 
flood. Buildings must be structurally sound and high 
enough so the living quarters will not flood. And the 
building must conform to the code requirements of the 
National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) or owners 
will be unable to insure their houses. 
This document is a guide for contractors working in 
areas subjected to lake or river flooding. It is designed 
to help the contractor who must build or rebuild foun-
dations for houses threatened by flood. 
This book discusses several topics that make 
flood plain building different from regular construction. 
It describes where to get help and whom to call at the 
state and federal agencies that regulate floodplain 
building. It describes the forces that act on houses 
during a flood. Foundations that can withstand flood-
ing are illustrated. The aim of this publication is to help 
you, the contractor, do high-quality work in a building 
field where there are many special requirements. 
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Civil Engineering, UIUC, Douglas C. Heinen, and Laura 
Knauss for their technical assistance. We also appreciate 
the experience and ad vice of Fred Balagna (Balagna 
Moving Company), Tom McMorrow, architect, Evan 
Rasmussen, Richard Cox, Central Materials in Cham-
paign, Illinois, and the illinois State Water Survey. 
For more information and copies of other publica-
tions designed to help residents and officials of flood-
prone areas contact your state agency regulating 
floodplain construction. In Illinois, that office is: 
Illinois Department of Transportation 
Division of Water Resources 
Local Floodplain Programs 
310 S. Michigan, Room 1606 
Chicago, Illinois 60604 
Two manuals that explain flood insurance require-
ments in more detail are N.F.I.P. Program Summary, Local 
Assistance Series 2A, and Floodplain Regulations, Local As-
sistance Series 2C. 
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Introduction 
Floodplains are areas near rivers or lakes that are peri-
odically under water. Floodplains are dry for most of 
the year or even for many years. The risks involved in 
building on this vacant land are not evident. The many 
positive features of these building sites-recreational 
opportunities, proximity to river navigation, ample 
water supplies-mask the hazard caused by periodic 
flooding. 
Today, there are over 140,000 buildings in floodplains 
in Illinois alone, and there are pressures to build more. 
To reduce damage to existing buildings and to prevent 
flood damage to new construction, there are four things 
that can be done: 
1. Don't build in the floodplain. Many lots are large 
enough so that a buildable site can be found outside the 
floodplain. There are also government programs to pur-
chase both vacant land and existing buildings from 
owners who wish to move to flood-free land. 
2. Build on fill. New subdivisions, shopping centers, 
planned-unit developments, and other large projects 
have enough flexibility to permit large scale regrading 
to raise construction sites above the flood levels. Care 
must be taken to assure drainage of neighboring proper-
ty and free flow of flood waters through the area. 
3. Build on elevated piers. Construction on piers, piles, 
or posts is common along the Gulf Coast where this type 
of construction is appropriate for the warmer climate or 
where there is wave hazard to enclosed walls. Detailed 
construction standards for this type of building have 
been prepared by the Federal Emergency Management 
Agency and are explained in their publications Design 
and Construction Manual for Residential Buildings in Coas-
tal High Hazard Areas and Elevated Residential Structures. 
Both manuals are available free of charge from the 
Federal Emergency Management Agency, 300 S. Wack-
er Drive, 24th Floor, Chicago, IL 60606. 
4. Build on elevated walls. Construction on elevated 
walls ensures that the living quarters and all mechani-
cal and electrical equipment are above the flood level. 
It is the most common type of flood protection method 
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for individual buildings on small lots. This type of con-
struction is also preferred where flood velocities and 
waves are a minor problem. The enclosed lower area 
makes the building easier to heat in winter, and can 
provide a storage and parking area. Because common 
construction methods are used, the contractor can use 
systems with which he is already familiar. 
This manual is designed to provide the contractor 
with construction specifications for buildings on 
elevated walls. These specifications have been reviewed 
by the Illinois Division of Water Resources and the 
Federal Emergency Management Agency to ensure they 
meet three requirements: the building will be safe from 
flood damage; it will meet state and federal floodplain 
construction codes; and it will be subject to the lowest 
possible flood insurance rates. In order to meet all these 
requirements, the lower area of the building is designed to 
be intentionally flooded. The owner should not consider 
improving or finishing the lower area or using it for 
other than parking or storage of i terns that can be 
removed after the flood warning. 
The first section of this manual, Floodplain Building 
Regulations, reviews the floodplain construction regula-
tions of most local ordinances. The next section, 
Floodplain Construction Data, explains the four types of 
data that must be collected and checked before final con-
struction plans are prepared. Finally, the section on Con-
struction Standards for Elevated Buildings provides 
construction details for elevated buildings. These stand-
ards are designed to protect the elevated building 
against most flood hazards. 
Appendix I reviews the technical basis for these con-
struction standards. Various types of flood forces that 
affect the building are explained and the assumptions 
for these construction standards are presented. Appen-
dix II explains how an architect or engineer can alter 
these construction standards for flood situations that 
vary from this manual's assumptions. Appendix III ex-
plains how to check ground and flood protection eleva-
tions in the field. 
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Floodplain Construction Regulations 
Practically every flood -prone community has joined the 
National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP). In order to 
obtain federally subsidized insurance for its residents, 
these communities have passed ordinances that meet or 
exceed the minimum national requirements. There are 
three basic requirements under the NFIP: 
• All"development'' in the floodplain must receive 
a permit from the community. Local building and 
wning departments have floodplain maps that 
designate where these rules are in effect. 
''Development" includes more than just construc-
tion of a building. It also means drilling, mining, 
filling, installing a mobile home, building a levee, 
wall or fence, and any other man-made change to 
the land that could affect flood flows. That means 
if an owner or contractor is interested in berming 
the house, the placement of the fill needs a permit, 
as does construction of the building, construction 
of a driveway, and any other site improvements. 
• All development in a ''floodway" needs a permit 
from the appropriate state agency. In Illinois, it is 
the illinois Division of Water Resources. The agen-
cy will check to see if the project could obstruct 
flood flows and back or divert water onto some-
one else's property. Local building and zoning 
departments know what part of the floodplain is 
flood way and what projects need a state permit. 
• New buildings in the floodplain must be protected 
from flood damage. A new residential building 
must be completely elevated above the "Flood 
Protection Elevation" or FPE. This can be done on 
fill, posts, piles, stilts, elevated walls, or by similar 
techniques. 
New, non-residential buildings must be elevated or 
floodproofed. Floodproofing makes walls watertight 
and strong enough to withstand water pressures so the 
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building does not have to be elevated. There may be ad-
ditional requirements from other regulatory agencies 
such as the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. The local or-
dinance may also have special requirements such as 
prohibition of hazardous materials from the floodplain 
or special regulations on septic tanks. 
The purpose of this manual is to discuss techniques 
for elevating new buildings or raising existing build-
ings to meet the new buildings standards of the NFIP. 
The local building department should be able to ex-
plain all of these requirements. More detailed informa-
tion on the NFIP and illinois state standards is found in 
Floodplain Regulations, Local Assistance Series 2C, 
published by the illinois Division of Water Resources. 
Flood Insurance. Insurance agents who sell flood in-
surance use a different set of construction guidelines 
than local building departments. Therefore, it is recom-
mended that th~ building plans be reviewed by an in-
surance agent to double-check that it will receive the 
lowest possible flood insurance rating. If there are 
problems, contact the State Flood Insurance Coor-
dinator. 
After raising a house, a homeowner usually wants 
some occasional use from the space; however, accord-
ing to NFIP regulations, the space may not be improved. 
The space can be used for parking or storage. To get this 
usable space, the walls should be tall enough to provide 
headroom (7' -0"). Remember, the flood protection 
elevation (FPE) is a minimum requirement. A higher 
first floor provides more flood protection. However, if 
the walls are higher than 8 feet, the design must be 
modified. Because some homeowners have difficulty 
climbing stairs, and may not wish to have usable 
storage or parking space below the first floor of their 
house, the tables in Appendix I have been included to 
provide shorter foundation walls. 
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Floodplain Construction Data 
There are four types of data that must be checked before 
a building in a floodplain can be designed. All of this in-
formation should be available locally. 
Soil type. Most floodplains contain three basic types of 
soil: 
Organic fill or peat. This soil is unacceptable for any 
construction purpose. 
Clays and silts. These soils are compressible. They 
change dimension, depending on the applied load and 
the moisture content. Some clays and silts have insuffi-
cient bearing strength for house foundations without 
special considerations such as wider footings. When 
clays and silts are used as fill, the foundation should ex-
tend down to undisturbed soil. 
Sands and gravels. These soils are porous, and they do 
not compress. Water flows through them easily, but they 
are dimensionally stable. Sands and gravels should be 
used beneath concrete floor slabs. Gravels should be 
used outside foundation walls and around foundation 
drain tiles. Both sand and gravel are subject to scour, so 
sand and gravel backfill should be protected from 
erosive scour by tamped layers of clay and silt. 
If your community does not have a soil suitability or-
dinance or knowledge on the suitability of soils, contact 
the district conservationist of the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture Soil Conservation Service. The S.C.S. can 
provide information on soil types in the area and tell 
you whether they are suitable for construction. 
Flood velocity. Most NFIP flood insurance studies for 
communities have a flood way data table. In this table is 
a column that shows the mean velocity of the base flood. 
----------
A building must be raised above the Flood Protection Eleva-
tion to qualify for the National Flood Insurance Program. The 
local building or zoning department can provide information 
about the FPE. 
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Your local building and zoning officer should be able to 
assist you in reading this table to check the velocity of 
the base flood at your site. (In Illinois, address written 
inquiries to the Floodplain Information Unit, State 
Water Survey Division, Box 5050, Station A, Cham-
paign, Illinois 61820.) 
The elevated building design data in this manual as-
sumes a base flood velocity of six feet per second or less. 
Most floodplains have mean flood way velocities of less 
than 5 feet per second. Accordingly, the standards in this 
manual should cover most situations. However, if the 
flood way velocity for your site is greater than six feet 
per second, the building should be designed by an en-
gineer. 
Flood Protection Elevation (FPE). The FPE is the mini-
mum elevation for the habitable area of an elevated 
building. For code purposes, the top of the lowest floor 
must be at or above this elevation. However, to make 
sure that the building is protected against unusually 
high flood conditions, it may be desirable to design a 
structure so that the bottoms of the floor joists are also 
above the FPE. Additional height will protect the struc-
tural wood members of the floor from water damage. 
The building or zoning department should be able to 
provide you with the flood protection elevation. In 
areas where the NFIP has not provided such data, the 
state flood control agency can provide an estimated 
flood elevation to the building or zoning department. 
In some publications and regulations about building 
in flood zones, you may find the term "Base Flood 
Elevation" (BFE) used. The Base Flood Elevation is 
equivalent to the 100-year flood level. The 100-year base 
This house has been raised, leaving an underfloor area of 
basement height. All utilities and appliances have been 
placed above the Flood Protection Elevation. The walls have 
been backfilled to protect them from impact by debris. The 
septic tank has been covered to prevent erosion. 
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flood is a flood that is likely to occur only once in 100 
years. However, there is no guarantee that floods will 
not rise above that level. Also, rivers can exceed statis-
tically predicted levels for two years in a row. 
Because of the problem of predicting flood rise, many 
communities have adopted ordinances that require the 
building to be elevated one or two feet above the Base 
Flood Elevation. This provides a margin of safety. The 
locally mandated height is called the Flood Protection 
Elevation. 
Ground Elevation. The flood protection elevation will 
normally be stated in terms of elevation above sea level 
(''National Geodetic Vertical Datum" or NGVD). This 
elevation must be compared to the ground elevation at 
the building site. When the NGVD elevation of the 
building site has been determined, you will know how 
high to build the foundation. 
A general idea of ground elevation can be obtained 
from available topographic maps; however, this infor-
mation is not very accurate. A transit or level should be 
used to determine an exact elevation at the building site. 
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This is explained in Appendix Ill. 
It is very important that an accurate method be used 
to obtain the ground elevation. When the lowest floor 
of the building is completed, the local building or 
zoning department will inspect the site and either check 
the lowest floor elevation or have it certified by an en-
gineer, architect, or surveyor. This lowest floor elevation 
is used to determine compliance with the community 
ordinance and is also used for setting flood insurance 
rates on the building. 
If the building is not high enough, the construction 
project may be halted by the building or zoning depart-
ment for non-compliance with the ordinance. Insurance 
rates can be much more expensive for a building not 
above the flood protection elevation. Flood insurance 
can also be denied for a building that does not meet the 
requirements of the ordinance. Without flood in-
surance, the building will not be eligible for federal dis-
aster assistance. Most banks will not extend a mortgage 
or home improvement loan to a building that cannot be 
insured. 
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Construction Standards for Elevated Buildings 
Site Plan and Orientation 
The effect of current varies depending on the configura-
tion of the house and the direction of water flow. For ex-
ample, the action of current is more likely to push a 
20x40-foot house off its foundation if the water strikes 
the 40-foot dimension than if it pushes against the 20-
foot side. New buildings should be aligned to present 
the least resistance to flood flows. 
Contractor's Clean-up 
Before elevating an existing house, the contractor may 
have to remedy structural problems resulting from the 
flood. Although the house may have dried by the time 
the contractor arrives, flood damage may have oc-
curred. 
Plaster, drywall, and particleboard paneling may 
have gotten wet. The insulation behind it, if wet, should 
be removed and replaced. 
The contractor should check doors and floors for 
warping. Wood flo'Jrs should be allowed to dry by cir-
culating air around them. Artificial heat can cause them 
to buckle or crack. 
An HV AC contractor should clean the heating and 
cooling equipment as soon as possible, hopefully before 
they rust. 
~0 
Flood waters exert more pressure against the long side of a 
house than they do if the house is oriented with its shortest 
dimension toward the current. 
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Existing Foundations 
Some homes within the floodplain cannot be raised 
economically. Homes with basements cannot usually 
have the height of the basement walls extended because 
the walls will not be strong enough. (If a basement wall 
is to be extended, an engineer should be consulted.) 
Homes built on slabs normally cannot be raised 
economically. Most homes built on a crawl spaces can 
be lifted above the flood protection elevation (FPE). 
The house must be raised by a contractor with the ex-
perience and equipment necessary for the operation. He 
will block up the house on cribbing. The existing wall 
must then be evaluated. If it is an unreinforced block 
wall, the wall must be removed down to the footing. 
This gives the mason working room. Make sure the ex-
isting footing is thick enough (10" minimum). If the ex-
isting footing is undersized, or if it shows signs of 
cracking or differential settlement, it should be removed 
and a new footing should be placed. If there are drain 
tiles, they should be replaced with new tile, or the exist-
ing tile should be cleaned out. 
There are several reasons for removing the old foun-
dation: 
• The joint would be too weak if a new wall were 
built on top of an old wall. 
• The joint would be in the most critical location. 
• No stiffening of the upper wall could compensate 
for an unreinforced or poorly reinforced lower 
wall. 
Cribbing is used to support a house while the new founda-
tion is put into place. 
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Excavate down to the drain tile and top of the footing. A new 
wall will be built on top of the existing footing. 
• Often the new wall needs to be thicker than the old. 
After the foundation wall is removed, the footing 
should be swept clean. 
New Footings 
New footings will be needed in new construction or if 
concrete, rather than block, is to be used in elevating the 
structure. Should the job call for a new footing and con-
To tie a new wall to existing footings, a hole should be drilled 
into the footing. Insert a straight piece of reinforcing steel 
into the hole. Do not drill all the way through the footing. 
This could expose the reinforcing steel to the air. Exposed 
steel rusts. 
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If new footings are to be installed beneath a masonry block 
wall, the reinforcing steel should be bent, to give it greater 
holding power. 
crete walls, a key placed in the footing would 
strengthen the joint between the wall and the footing. 
Floor and Sump 
In most areas, it is desirable to have a sump pump to 
keep the below-floor area dry. Four- or six-inch drain 
tile should be laid in a bed of gravel, outside the foot-
A new 10-inch reinforced concrete masonry foundation wall 
is constructed over existing or new footings. 
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When new concrete walls are constructed, a key should be 
formed in the footing. 
ing. To help relieve pressure against the foundation wall 
and floor slab, the drain tile are used to collect water and 
channel it to a collection area. Gravel surrounding the 
drain tile prevents the tile from becoming clogged and 
provides a collection area for water that has percolated 
up from the ground. Drain tile are routed into a sump 
pit where a submersible sump pump is installed. Drain 
tile can be installed around the inside of the footing, as 
well. Laying drain tile will prevent ordinary rain storms 
from soaking the storage area. 
To keep the slab from lifting, a sump hole should be 
used. The sump pump will not work in a flood because 
of its small capacity, but the sump hole will keep water 
pressure from cracking the slab. A separate circuit with 
a Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter should be used to 
automatically shut down the circuit if water causes a 
short in the system. The sump pump can be used to 
clean up after a flood. If a sump hole is not installed, a 
blow-out plug is necessary to prevent hydrostatic pres-
sure from cracking the slab. 
Foundation Walls 
A full-size block foundation wall, subject to flood for-
ces, should be made of 1 0" block with solid grouting and 
rebar every third hole (24"o.c.). An 8" concrete wall can 
be substituted for the grouted and reinforced 10" block 
wall. Any thinner wall, however, may not stand up in a 
flood. 
When existing walls have been removed, new foun-
dation walls can be constructed. To build walls over ex-
isting footings, the footings are first swept clean. Holes 
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A sump pit connected to the footing tile can be used during 
rainy weather. The drain tile will keep water pressure low 
enough so the area will not flood during every rain. The 
sump pit also serves as a blow-out plug during floods. 
should be drilled in the existing footings to receive 
rebar. Use a bit the same size as the rebar that will be in-
stalled in the hole. The holes should be 6" deep; # 3 or 
#4, grade 40 or 60, rebar should be used. (An ungraded 
If a sump pit is not used, a blow-out plug, cut into the con-
crete, must be installed. The plug allows water pressure 
beneath the slab to be relieved before the slab cracks. Be-
cause the sump pit is considered standard construction, the 
use of the sump pit is generally the preferred method of 
relieving hydraulic pressure on the slab. 
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Lateral reinforcement should be used in every second row of 
block. This gives added strength to the wall and helps the 
masonry blocks to act as a unil 
Lay five courses of block at a time. After five courses are in 
place, fill the reinforced cavities with grout. Insert the rein-
forcing steel as soon as the grout has been placed. 
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Use 10-inch block. Grout and reinforce every third cavity. 
Grout and reinforce around pilasters as shown. 
bar will snap rather than bend.) Insert the rebar so it ex-
tends 14" to 18" above the footing. For new footings, 
bend the bottom of the rebar and embed it in the con-
. crete. 
When drilling into an existing footing to install rebar, 
it is extremely important to watch the depth of the drill. 
Do not drill all the way through the footing because this 
will leave one end of the bar exposed. If rebar is exposed 
to air, rust will corrode the entire piece of reinforcing 
steel. 
Type S mortar should be used. By volume, the mix 
should be 1 part Portland cement, 1 /2 part hydrated 
lime, and aggregate (not more than 3 times the volume 
of cement and lime combined). 
Space the rebar to line up with block cavities that will 
be grouted. Then, lay up five block courses at a time, 
using lateral reinforcement every two courses. After 
The sill plate should be anchored down into the second row 
of block. A threaded rod, with one end bent, makes an excel-
lent anchor boll 
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Where shallow flooding occurs, elevating the house only a 
few feet may be enough to protect it from flood damage. In 
this case, the foundation design can be modified by using the 
tables in the Appendices. 
five courses are in place, fill every third cavity with 
grout. The grout must completely fill the cavities, with 
no air pockets. This is to prevent the rebar from rusting. 
A grout mix of one sack of cement with 12 to 16 
shovels of sand can be used. A grout should be about 
the consistency of pea soup with a slump of 9" (plus or 
minus 1 ") to ensure that it will flow and fill the grout 
space. Then, cut 4' (48") sections of rebar, bend one end, 
and embed it in the grout so that, again, 14" to 18" ex-
tend above the wall. Continue laying the wall, five cour-
ses at a time. 
A pilaster should be built into the wall every 10 to 12 
feet and where the wall supports a beam. Grout and 
reinforce the two interior cavities of the pilaster. The 
diagram shows how to use 8" block and 6" block, 
together with the 1 0" wall, to make the pilaster. A 
pilaster block, grouted and reinforced, would work as 
well. 
To fasten the sill plate to the foundation, the anchor 
bolt should reach down into the second block. Regular 
Two 3-inch PVC pipes installed through the foundation allow 
flood water to enter the enclosed space. 
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Concrete retaining walls are used to support the earth berm. 
The berm keeps the house from appearing too tall. A heavy-
duty garage door provides access to the underfloor area. 
anchor bolts will not be long enough. One-half-inch 
threaded rod, with one end bent, makes an excellent 
anchor bolt. The threaded rod should be set in every 
grouted core, 24" o.c. 
Berms 
The newly laid foundation walls can be bermed up to a 
5-foot height. (See the Appendix for designs which per-
mit higher berming.) Berming can keep the house from 
appearing too tall. It will also prevent erosion at the base 
of the house and provide some protection against debris 
during a flood. Retaining walls must be built between 
the berm and any grade-level openings. 
Site-built doors can be ripped off their hinges by flood for-
ces. Because openings, such as doors or windows, weaken the 
foundation, it is best to minimize openings. Use commercial-
grade doors where openings are absolutely necessary. 
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The first block cavity around doors and windows must be 
reinforced and grouted. Anchoring devices should be used 
to fasten the jambs to the block wall. 
Commercial steel entry doors should be used. Interior verti-
cal ribbing reinforces the door. 
Anchoring devices are used to attach the jambs of commer-
cial steel ent:ry doors. 
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Water Intake 
Because of the tremendous forces exerted by flood 
waters, water must have a way of entering an enclosed 
space before walls collapse from pressure exerted on 
them. Where the house is bermed, the water intake can 
be located near a grade-level entry or garage door, 
preferably on the downstream side. The larger rivers 
rise slowly. Smaller rivers can rise much faster (10 
ft./day or more). Water will enter through doors, 
garage doors and windows, and through sump pits or 
blow-out plugs. But additional water intake should be 
provided-a total of 1 sq. inch of opening per 12 sq. ft. 
of floor surface in areas where the rate of rise does not 
exceed 10 feet per day. When the rate of rise exceeds 10 
feet per day, refer to FEMA Technical Standards Bulletin 
No. 85-2: Foundation Wall Openings. At least two open-
ings must be provided in case one gets blocked. The 
openings should be put on all sides of the foundation 
that are not bermed. They should be installed at grade 
level if possible (to aid in clean-up after a flood), but not 
higher than 2 feet above grade. 
Foundation vents (crawl space vents) can be used as 
long as the sliding closing panel is removed (net open-
ing area 40 sq. inches). PVC pipe may be run through 
the wall; however, 3" PVC pipe has an opening area of 
only 7 sq. inches. The openings may be screened against 
rodents, but they may not be stuffed with any material 
which may hinder their use as a water intake. Water 
pressure must be able to push any insulation out of the 
opening. 
Doors and Windows 
It is important to keep the doors and windows from 
"blowing out." If that should happen, the current 
would pass through the foundation. The "shock absor-
ber'' effect of trapped, still water would be eliminated. 
Also, pulsating and turbulent waves within the founda-
tion would place stress on the elevated walls. Trapped 
debris could batter the walls and columns. 
Openings should be framed as usual, with sufficient 
headers and lintels, and with the block core on each side 
of the opening grouted and reinforced. Anchoring 
devices should be used to fasten the jambs to the wall. 
Homemade doors and strap hinges that might or-
dinarily be site-built are not strong enough to withstand 
wave action. The door will be ripped off its hinges. 
Commercial steel entry doors and door frames are 
needed for flood-prone areas. Steel doors with vertical 
steel ribs should be used. The door frames should be 
anchored to the masonry as shown in the illustration. 
Many residential-style steel doors are reinforced with a 
cardboard honeycomb and insulating material. While 
strong if kept dry, the cardboard and insulation in the 
doors will be damaged by water, causing them to 
weaken. 
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Wood or fiberboard doors are not suitable for flood-prone 
areas. 
Windows only weaken a foundation and the glass it-
self is vulnerable to flood damage. It is best to put no 
windows in the enclosed lower area. 
Garage Doors 
Garage doors can be used to enclose a grade-level park-
ing space. A garage door should be placed on the 
downstream side of the building to avoid damage from 
debris. In addition to orienting the garage door away 
from the direction of water flow, the door should be able 
to withstand water damage and flood forces. The door 
should be an upward-acting, sectional door, reinforced 
with additional steel struts to give it maximum impact 
resistance. 
The pressure of air moving at 100 mph is equal to the 
pressure of water moving at 17 mph. Thus, garage doors 
that can withstand hurricane-force winds are able to 
withstand hydrodynamic forces (not impact from 
debris or ice floes) if the garage door is not facing ·the 
full force of the current. Doors should meet ASTM. E-
330-70:20psf. Doors that are approved for use in Dade 
County, Florida (under hurricane conditions) would be 
suitable for use in flood-prone areas. 
Lightweight, residential garage doors are not tested 
for strength. However, there are relatively inexpensive 
commercial garage doors that are extremely strong. 
Companies may manufacture residential garage doors 
using the same panel materials, but with modified 
hardware. Foam cores designed to perform structurally 
should have been tested for water absorption. Tests 
should indicate that the foam material does not absorb 
water. 
Utilities 
All utilities must be protected from flood damage. 
Water, gas, sewer, and electric utilities must be ex-
tended to the new house height. If these utility lines are 
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Metal garage doors, tested for hurricane-prone areas, should 
be additionally reinforced with tubular struts on the hinged 
side of each panel. 
located in an enclosed space when they make their ver-
tical run to the living area, they should not be affected 
by flood waters. The owners should be warned about 
storing anything heavy in the enclosed space. A wheel-
barrow, for example, could batter the utilities and rup-
ture a gas line during a flood. As a precaution, the 
contractor might want to protect vertical utility runs by 
enclosing them in a hollow block pier. 
Septic tanks, because they lie outside the foundation, 
can be exposed by flood water erosion. Landscaping, 
retaining walls, or jettys can be used to reduce erosion. 
Burying the septic tank deeper is the best solution. 
Electricity and telephone service lines should enter 
the house from overhead service lines. The power ser-
vice entrance or meter must be higher than the FPE, or 
enclosed in a waterproof box. 
Furnaces, water heaters, air conditioners, water sof-
teners, washers, and dryers will all have to be moved 
overt~f.I'D 
PP~r'"~Uf'f'U6&.1 
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All utilities must be moved to a level above the FPE. This 
prevents damage to the appliances and reduces the pos-
sibility of accidental fire. 
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Flood water has pushed the deck away from the house. Decks 
must be securely anchored and braced. 
above the FPE. In existing houses, this will almost al-
ways involve converting part of one room to a utility 
room or adding a utility room at the higher level. New 
houses can plan to have the furnace and water heater in 
attic space. In most existing houses, the ceiling joists will 
not support the added load without reinforcing the 
framing. 
The reason for protecting utilities from a flood is that 
a gas leak or an electrical short could set the house on 
fire. Roads to flooded properties are often under water. 
Fire departments cannot reach burning buildings in 
flooded areas. 
Decks and Stairs 
Decks can provide an outdoor living space next to an 
elevated house. It may be necessary to place an air con-
• I 
• I 
I 
I ~·_\·' 
A concrete grade beam can be placed around piles. Even if 
some soil is washed away during a flood, the pile bottoms 
will stay in the same relative position to each other. 
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Diagonal knee braces keep a deck from racking. A deck rein-
forced like this would be stable if it was not close enough to 
the channel to be hit by waves. 
di tioner on a deck. Yet, decks and the stairs that lead up 
to them must be strong enough to withstand water pres-
sures, wind, and waves. It is safest to build the deck 
above the Flood Protection Elevation because the effect 
of water on the vertical pilings is not as great as it is on 
a surface such as the deck itself. A submerged deck is 
not as likely to stand up to a flood. 
Decks should not be bolted to the house. The deck 
should depend on its own pile foundation for support. 
Fastening to the foundation should be for convenience, 
Decks likely to be hit by waves, debris, or ice must be built 
on piles and with diagonal bracing in all directions. 
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Deck joists, resting on a ledger, should be end-nailed and 
secured with hurricane anchors. 
not for support. The connections should not be so secure 
that the foundation will be damaged if the deck fails in 
a flood. 
Wind effect on the deck can cause it to move back and 
forth. The deck should be independently supported on 
piles, either round or square. Common pile dimensions 
are 8" and 10" square. Round piles are 8" at the in-ground 
tip and taper to 11" at the top. The piles should be treated 
with pressure-driven creosote, (min.) 12 lbs. 
creosote/ cu.ft. 
A pile driver is the best way to drive piles because it 
compacts the soil beneath the pile and forces soil up the 
sides. If a pile driver is not available, a drop hammer can 
be used to drive the piles. If the soil is clay, the pile holes 
can be drilled with an auger. The pile is then placed and 
the soil tamped around it as the hole is refilled. The pile 
should be embedded about 5' for a 10-foot-high deck, 
and more for higher decks. (See FEMA' s Design and Con-
struction Manual for Residential Buildings in Coastal High 
Hazard Areas.) 
Once the piles are in place, they can be strengthened 
by placing a concrete grade beam to tie all the piles 
together at ground level. A concrete collar can also be 
placed around the perimeter of the piles. 
Diagonal bracing should be used to keep the deck 
from racking. Knee bracing must be bolted to the piles. 
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Hurricane anchors can be used to secure deck joists. 
Diagonal trusses can also be used. Diagonal bracing 
should be made of 2x6, 2x8 or 2x10 material, depending 
on pile spacing and distance from the channel. Where 
decks are near channel flow, or in exposed windy areas, 
rely on the information in the FEMA manual. 
The use of bolts, metal plates, and metal anchors (see 
FEMA manual) is critical. Toe-nailing is not adequate to 
connect deck beams to piles or posts or to connect deck 
joists to beams. Various methods of attaching beams to 
square or round piles are illustrated. 
Interior Finishes 
The enclosed space is designed to be flooded. No con-
tents or finish materials such as paneling or carpeting 
are covered under a flood insurance policy, so it is to the 
owner's financial interest to keep the lower enclosed 
area as bare as possible and to use flood resistant 
materials. Studs, wood or particleboard panelling, and 
drywall should never be used because they will be 
damaged by water and will be hard to clean. 
To make cleaning easier, block or concrete walls can 
be painted with an epoxy paint or left unpainted. 
If insulation is desired beneath the first floor joists, 
fiberglass batt insulation should be used. Fiberglass 
batts require support from below (chicken wire screen, 
for example). They lose their insulating value if wet. 
Therefore, if below-floor insulation is desired, the con-
tractor should be sure that the bottoms of the floor joists 
are above the FPE. 
If carpeting is preferred on the floor, AstroturfTM, or 
an equivalent outdoor carpet should be chosen. 
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Conclusion 
Buildings in the floodplain are subject to more hazards 
than those outside the floodplain. These buildings may 
be insured by the National Flood Insurance program, 
but only if the local jurisdiction participates in the NFIP 
and if the building follows certain regulations regard-
ing construction and use. 
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A residence which is elevated above the Flood 
Protection Elevation and which follows the practices 
described in this handbook (as well as local building 
codes) may be eligible for NFIP flood insurance. Oc-
cupants must abide strictly by the rule ~hich forbids 
space below the FPE to be used for habitation or utilities. 
The space can only be used for storage or parking. 
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Appendix 1: Technical Basis for Construction Standards 
There are three forces that act on the foundation system 
of an elevated building during a flood-hydrostatic 
force, geostatic force, and hydrodynamic force. Hydros-
tatic force is the force of still water acting on a wall. 
Hydrodynamic force is the force of current, of moving 
water, acting on the wall. Geostatic force is the force ex-
erted by the weight of the earth against the wall. It oc-
curs when there is an unbalanced backfill (where the 
earth is higher on one side of the wall than on the other. 
The way we normally think of hydrostatic force is to 
visualize the force occurring when the water level out-
side a building is higher than the water level inside. Be-
cause water has weight, the wall must support the 
greater weight of the water outside. This weight or pres-
sure of water, caused when water on one side of the wall 
is greater than that on the other, is the hydrostatic force. 
In designing foundations to withstand deep flood-
ing, we have tried to provide a building system that 
minimizes hydrostatic force. By allowing the water level 
inside and outside of the building to remain the same 
(i.e. by intentionally flooding the lower area), we have 
greatly reduced the effect of hydrostatic force. 
Hydrostatic force still plays a limited role during a 
flood. Hydrostatic force is created by waves as they rise 
and fall against the wall. While the force of the current 
(hydrodynamic force) is relatively constant during a 
flood, the rise and fall of waves creates a periodic, 
hydrostatic force on the wall. 
On frozen rivers, ice can cause extensive damage. Earth 
berms help keep ice away from the foundation walls. 
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Surprisingly, neither hydrostatic nor hydrodynamic 
force is the greatest of the three forces acting on a foun-
dation. Geostatic force is even greater than the pressure 
of moving water (hydrodynamic force) or the battering 
action of waves (periodic hydrostatic force.) Geostatic 
force is the force exerted by the weight of earth (back-
fill) against the wall. The walls in this manual were 
designed to resist geostatic force, the force exerted by 
the weight of earth against the foundation wall. This 
design permits the contractor and homeowner to make 
choices about the appearance of an elevated house. The 
house can be bermed (to visually reduce the apparent 
height of the building). Or, the foundation can be left ex-
posed to flood waters. Built to support the weight of the 
earth, the foundation will also resist current and waves 
if it is intentionally flooded. 
Soil Conditions. Soil conditions are important in flood-
prone areas because soil can be used to create fill, to 
cover septic fields, or to provide earth berms around 
houses. Berming is useful because it blocks 
hydrodynamic forces and helps protect against damage 
by debris and ice. It can also enhance the appearance of 
an elevated house. 
The lateral geostatic forces exerted by backfill or 
berming can be quite high. They are also very difficult 
to determine in that they depend on soil type, compac-
tion, water flow, and cohesion characteristics. 
Foundation engineering relies heavily on semi-em-
pirical methods for design-soils engineers tend to use 
designs which work rather than designs which are sup-
posed to work. Factors of safety in foundations are 
usually on the order of 2.5. 
In the foundations designed for this report, we have 
assumed a triangular loading diagram of the soil, using 
an equivalent fluid weight of 40 lb./ cu. ft. For this figure 
to be accurate there should be no additional heavy 
weights bearing down on the backfill. (No cars should 
be parked on the berm next to the house.) 
Hydrostatic Pressure. Still water can exert enough pres-
sure to float large trees. However, if a building is secure-
ly anchored, water will begin to seep into an enclosed 
space. When the water level inside the building reaches 
the same height as water outside the building, the pres-
sure on the wall is zero. 
On the other hand, if the water level is higher on one 
side of a foundation wall, the water will attempt to push 
it over or collapse it. This pressure is hydrostatic pres-
sure--"' static" because the water is not moving. 
Because of hydrostatic pressure, it is better to allow 
the water to enter an enclosed space whenever the water 
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Even if water could be kept out of an enclosed space, the 
hydrostatic and hydrodynamic forces acting on the wall are 
tremendous. An ordinary foundation wall would buckle 
under these forces. 
When the water inside is the same height as the water out-
side, the wall remains stable because the forces are balanced. 
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level on the exterior rises too high. With equal water 
levels inside and out, there is essentially no force being 
exerted on the wall. 
Waves, however, create small, periodic, hydrostatic 
pressures against a wall as the outside water moves up 
and down. When wind acts across a large body of water, 
it forms waves. By their fluctuations, they can loosen 
decks and open doors and windows. A foundation that 
is designed to withstand hydrodynamic loads from 
river flooding can withstand the variable hydrostatic 
loads caused by waves up to 4 feet high (crest to trough). 
A 4-foot wave is the design standard in this manual. 
Hydrostatic pressure also results when ground water 
rises. A concrete slab is likely to be cracked by hydros-
tatic pressure if there is no way for the pressure to be 
relieved. 
Standard construction procedures provide for gravel 
or drain tile around the foundation walls and under the 
floor slab. This allows water to drain away from the 
walls, thus relieving normal external water pressure. 
This is called a "drained system." But drain tile can't 
keep up with rising flood waters. 
If the soil is saturated with water, the drain tile and 
gravel cannot drain away the excess water. External 
wall and floor pressure results as flood waters creep 
higher. Water will exert pressure on the floor and on the 
outside of the foundation wall. The sump pit or blowout 
plug will relieve this pressure on the floor, while open-
ings in the wall will relieve pressure on the walls. 
Hydrodynamic Pressure. Moving water adds another 
force to the pressures imposed by hydrostatic forces. 
Dynamic forces often cause the most serious flood 
damage. 
Along with the dynamic force of the current itself, the 
river carries debris, such as floating trees, parts of build-
ings, or giant ice floes. These act as battering rams 
against houses and foundations. 
Filling an enclosed foundation with water will help. 
The water enclosed in the lower area will act as a "shock 
absorber'' to spread out the force of any object, or of 
water, slamming against the side of the foundation. This 
"shock absorbing'' action of trapped water reduces the 
impact of water, waves, and debris on the foundation 
wall. 
It is important for water enclosed in the basement to 
be still water. If water is allowed to slosh around under 
the house (perhaps because of an open door or win-
dow), then wave action under the house can put more 
stress on the foundation, instead of providing a 
cushioning effect. 
To withstand the tremendous forces of water and 
debris, the foundation must also be tied together so the 
forces will be distributed across a larger area. Vertical 
and horizontal steel reinforcement are essential with 
concrete or masonry block foundations. The reinforce-
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GEOSTATIC 
An earth berm would cause an unreinforced wall to 
buckle. 
HYDRODYNAMIC 
River current pushes against a flooded, enclosed area. 
HYDROSTATIC 
Waves cause buckling at the top of the wall. 
COMBINED 
The combination of berming, wave action, and cur-
rent is shown. 
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GEOSTATIC 
The arrows show where the geostatic force is greatest. 
HYDRODYNAMIC 
The arrows show that the hydrodynamic force creates 
a uniformly distributed force along the wall. 
HYDROSTATIC 
The arrows show how the crests and troughs create 
periodic, hydrostatic force. 
To stand up to the combination of geostatic, hydro-
dynamic and hydrostatic forces, the enclosed space 
must be flooded and the wall reinforced. 
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Water flowing around posts or poles meets less resistance 
than it would if it hit a solid foundation wall. However, in 
cold climates, an enclosed lower level may be desirable. 
Also, a reinforced foundation wall is less likely to be 
damaged by debris. 
ment forces the wall to act as a unit. The entire wall will 
then act to resist external or internal battering. 
Where hydrodynamic pressures are most intense (for 
example, along ocean fronts), piers, posts, or pilings are 
often used. Because water flows around a pier or post, 
external water pressure is minimal. However, near 
rivers, floating debris and ice can easily dislocate a post. 
The collapse of just one post or pole can cause severe 
damage to the house. 
When the body of the house is raised, however, decks 
are often used to provide outdoor living space at the 
newly elevated level. Deck footings, used to support 
Wind uplift on an elevated house can cause one side of the 
foundation to be in tension rather than compression. Rein-
forcing rod must be continuous. All framing members must 
be well-anchored. 
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Normally, the weight of a house bearing down on the foun-
dation walls keeps the walls in compression. 
posts or poles, are subject to severe scouring (erosion) if 
they are near the river channel. Scouring can also occur 
around foundation walls, potentially exposing the foot-
ing. Earth berms are good protection against the scour 
of the current. 
In this manual the design standard of flood water 
velocity is 12 ft./ sec. (8 mph). The maximum pressure 
occurs where the water hits the building head-on. The 
actual hydrodynamic pressure varies with the shape 
and orientation of the building. 
Wind. An additional force, often accompanying high 
flood water, is wind. Wind load can cause an uplift on 
the building. A horizontal force pushes on one side of 
the house and a suction force pulls on the other side and 
roof. 
Wind can pull on the building hard enough to reduce 
the weight of the house on its footings to zero. This 
counteracts the forces of compression that normally 
give a foundation its strength. If there is no weight on 
the footings, and if, in fact the wind is trying to tip the 
building over or blow it sideways, the foundation may 
be in tension. 
Elevating the house can cause it to act like a huge kite. 
Proper anchoring to secure the roof to the studs, the 
studs to the plate, the plate to the foundation wall, and 
the foundation wall to the footings is necessary to in-
crease the chance of the building surviving the high 
winds that often accompany a flood. 
When high winds accompany flood conditions, the 
waves created can break up a deck. It is important to use 
strapping and bracing to reinforce decks. If decks are 
elevated above the FPE, and above wave action, they 
are less likely to break apart. Wave action, however, will 
only occur near open water. Stairs that go down to 
ground level should also be securely braced. Details on 
pole and post construction that can be incorporated in 
deck design can be found in the FEMA manual, Design 
and Construction Manual for Residential Buildings in Coas-
tal High Hazard Areas. (FEMA-55, April, 1984.) 
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Appendix II: Modifying the Construction Standards 
A 10-inch grouted block masonry wall is not the only 
possible foundation wall for flood-prone areas. In this 
Appendix, we present the information you need to es-
timate the forces that a wall must withstand, and then 
the information about other wall systems strong 
enough to withstand these forces. 
A foundation wall can fail in two major ways from 
the action of lateral forces. 
• It can be shifted off of its footing or have the floor 
framing shifted off the wall (shear reactions). 
• It can collapse in the middle (moment reactions). 
The use of keys at the footing and installation of long 
anchor bolts at the sill plate prevent shear failures. 
Strengthening the wall prevents moment failures. The 
wall acts as a vertical beam which is pin-connected at 
the top and bottom. Three forces-geostatic loads from 
soil berming, hydrodynamic loads from rushing water, 
and hydrostatic loads from wave action-combine to 
contribute loads to the foundation wall. Depending on 
the magnitude and point of application of these loads, 
the loads may exert a greater or lesser maximum bend-
ing moment. The values for maximum bending mo-
ment are given in Table 1. These values depend on the 
height of the wall and the height of the berm. 
Block Walls 
Tables 3 and 4 show flexural resistance of 8" and 10" hol-
low concrete block when it is grouted and reinforced. 
As long as the resisting moment is greater than the com-
puted maximum moment (from Table 1), the wall 
should be strong enough to withstand the lateral forces. 
The recommendation in this report-to use 10" block, 
grouted and reinforced 24" o.c. with pilasters-obvious-
ly includes a significant factor of safety. This is impor-
tant in order to withstand minor impact from debris. No 
calculation can predict debris and ice floe damage. 
Thus, impact resistance is not a part of the design. The 
wall should withstand waves, current, berming, and 
rising water. For shorter wall heights, the designer can 
look on the tables to determine alternate construction 
methods. 
Concrete Walls 
It may be impractical to form and place a concrete foun-
dation directly beneath an elevated house. However, if 
the house is being moved and a new foundation is being 
constructed for it, concrete is a sound alternative. 
The minimum thickness for a concrete wall is 8" for 
most codes. A mat of horizontal and vertical rebar, form-
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ing squares up to 4-feet on a side, should be in the mid-
dle of the wall. 
If a new footing is to be placed, then a key should be 
shaped on the upper side of the footing to strengthen 
the connection between the footing and wall. 
A concrete wall is very strong compared to a block 
masonry wall. Table 2 gives the resisting moment of 
various concrete walls. 
For the contractor thinking of building with concrete 
instead of block, the following is a high-strength, low-
cost mix. The design strength is 3,000 psi. The mix has 
been laboratory tested at 5,000 psi at 7 days. Use Type 
C fly ash, rather than Type F. 
Fly ash 130# 
Cement350# 
Water (29 ga.) 241# 
Sand 1540# 
3/8" chip or 3/8" pea gravel, 1700# 
WRDA with HYcol (a dewaterer), 17 oz. per yd. 
Examples 
A property owner has decided to build an 8-foot wall 
beneath an existing flood-prone house. Incorporating a 
5-foot berm against the wall for added flood protection, 
what materials and reinforcement could be used? 
Given: 
height of the wall = 8 feet 
height of the backfill = 5 feet 
From Table 1: 
The maximum bending moment generated by all of 
the forces (geostatic, hydrodynamic and wave) is 11,120 
inch-pounds. This is the design moment value. 
From Table 2: 
If a concrete wall is preferred, use the value found in 
Table 1 (13,458). Look down the right hand column in 
Table 2 to find a value equal to, or greater than, the num-
ber in Table 1. This number is 13,909.7. This indicates 
that an 8-inch wall with #3 bars,24" o.c. would work. 
From, Table 3: 
If an 8" block wall is preferred, using Type S mortar 
(f'm=1500 psi) then #4 bar at 16" spacing (or #7bar with 
48" spacing, or any reinforcing system with greater 
strength) is an adequate solution.[el2] 
From Table 4: 
If a 10" block wall is preferred, using TypeS mortar, 
then #6 bar at 48" o.c. (or #5 at 32" o.c., or any reinforc-
ing system with greater strength) can be used. 
The pilasters recommended in this manual greatly 
increase the resisting moment of the wall. 
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TABLE 1 
MAXIMUM BENDING MOMENT 
Moment values expressed in inch-pounds 
Assumptions: 
Flood Velocity: 6.82 mph 10.003 fps 97.552 psf 
Equivalent Fluid Weight of Soil: 40 
Simple (pin) connections at top and base of foundation. 
Maximum hydrodynamic pressure upon wall normal to flood direction. 
No Hydrostatic load. 
Load factor 1.3 (Mu=l.3 Ms) 
Height of wall in feet. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
0 190 761 1,712 3,044 4,756 6,848 9,321 12,174 15,408 19,023 
- 1 468 1,399 2,724 4,433 6,524 8,996 11,848 15,082 18,696 QJ QJ 
..... 2 789 2,038 3,714 5,787 8,248 11,094 14,322 17,933 
= ..... 3 1,710 2,950 4,977 7,410 10,238 13,454 17,056 
-
- 4 3,468 4,805 6,766 9,572 12,773 16,363 c.= 
....,."0 5 6,278 7,913 9,960 12,575 16,130 
0 ~ 6 10,377 12,413 14,781 17,536 
- = ..c= tU 7 16,005 18,533 21,336 oo-
..... tU 8 23,402 26,510 QJ,.Q 
::t: = 9 32,808 = 
TABLE 2 
FORMED CONCRETE WALL 
(Allowable Steel Stress = 24,000 psi f' c = 2500 psi) 
Resisting Moment in 
Flexure, M=in-lb 
Wall thickness Bar Size Nos. Spacing, In. of Wall Length 
8 3 48 5924 
10 3 48 7415 
8 3 36 7880 
10 3 36 9868 
8 4 48 10475 
8 3 24 11766 
10 4 48 13126 
8 4 36 13910 
10 3 24 14748 
10 4 36 17444 
8 4 24 20694 
8 3 12 23209 
10 4 24 25996 
10 3 12 29173 
8 4 12 40364 
10 4 12 50967 
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FLEXURAL RESISTANCE OF 
REINFORCED CONCRETE MASONRY 
TABLE 3 
Single-Wythe 8-inch Hollow 
Loadbearing Concrete Block 
Allowable Steel Stress = 24,000 psi 
f'm = 1500 psi 
Bar Resisting Moment in 
Size Space, Flexure, M = in-lbjft. 
Nos. In. of Wall Length 
3 40 2862 
3 32 3537 
4 48 4289 
3 24 4704 
4 40 5118 
4 32 6349 
5 48 6595 
3 16 7002 
5 40 7812 
4 24 8377 
6 48 9180 
5 32 9660 
6 40 10932 
4 16 11701 
7 48 11701 
5 24 11831 
3 8 12105 
6 32 12105 
7 40 12492 
8 48 12926 
6 24 13406 
7 32 13510 
5 16 13667 
8 40 13748 
9 48 13994 
8 32 14795 
4 8 14861 
7 24 14861 
9 40 14861 
6 16 15313 
9 32 15935 
8 24 16182 
7 16 16821 
5 8 16981 
9 24 17332 
8 16 18152 
6 8 18677 
9 16 19288 
7 8 20142 
8 8 21381 
9 8 22380 
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TABLE 4 
Single-Wythe 10-inch Hollow 
Loadbearing Concrete Block 
Allowable Steel Stress = 24,000 psi 
f'm = 1500 psi 
Bar 
Space, Resisting Moment in Size Flexure, M = in-lbjft. 
Nos. In. of Wall Length 
3 40 3634 
3 32 4493 
4 48 5451 
3 24 5980 
4 40 6509 
4 32 8081 
5 48 8392 
3 16 8913 
5 40 9947 
4 24 10668 
6 48 11695 
5 32 12309 
6 40 13936 
4 16 15755 
7 48 15755 
5 24 16256 
3 8 17260 
6 32 17260 
7 40 18288 
8 48 18958 
6 24 19690 
7 32 19838 
5 16 20089 
8 40 20211 
9 48 20602 
8 32 21826 
4 8 21926 
7 24 21926 
9 40 21926 
6 16 22637 
9 32 23605 
8 24 24004 
7 16 25000 
5 8 25254 
9 24 25818 
8 16 27126 
6 8 27971 
9 16 28960 
7 8 30358 
8 8 32413 
9 8 34096 
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Appendix III: Checking Elevations in the Field 
Three pieces of equipment are needed: a level, a rod, 
and a record book. 
Starting Elevation 
Typically the hardest part of field-checking elevations 
is finding a point of known elevation from which to 
start. U.S. Geological Survey benchmarks are the best 
place to start, but they can be several miles apart. A 
flood insurance study will provide some reference 
marks. Often the local engineer will keep elevation 
records from sewer or street projects. (Note: Make sure 
local records or bench marks are based on the same 
datum as the flood elevation.) 
Running the Level 
A two person team is needed. One person places the rod 
on a point where the elevation is known, such as a 
reference mark from a Flood Insurance Study (starting 
elevation). It is important that the person holding the 
rod hold it straight to get accurate readings. The other 
person levels the instrument and reads the height where 
the cross hairs show on the rod. This is called the ''back 
sight". Add it to the starting elevation to produce HI, or 
"height of instrument". 
Next, the person with the rod places the rod on the 
building site. Keeping the instrument level, the transit 
is turned toward the rod and the height is read. This 
height is called the "fore sight." This number is sub-
tracted from HI and gives the elevation of the ground. 
I 
I 
There is a standard way of recording the figures ob-
tained. This method should be followed to assist en-
gineers or others in understanding what was done. It is 
important that detailed records be kept, especially those 
that indicate where the rod was placed, as this will help 
later field checks to refer to the elevation records. 
Running a Tum 
When the starting elevation is too far to see from the site 
you want to measure, a "tum" must be run. This is 
simply shooting the fore sight to a selected "turning 
point." The level is then moved, and a back sight is read 
with the turning point acting as the new starting eleva-
tion. 
J__ . --- .. -
{point of known elevation 
point of concern 
I 
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I/ -~----- -- --<r 
"1 
Hl=600' +4' =604' 
/ 
I 
( point of concern 
I 
( turning point 
When running a turn, determine HI. 
turning point: 604' -1 ' =603' 
z int of concern 
Then determine the elevation of the turning point. 
new HI: 603' + 12' =615' 
~int of known elevation 
~-----~~~~ --z 
point of concern 
Backsight to the turning point, using the turning 
point as the point of known elevation. 
ELEVATION OF POINT OF CONCERN: 
= HI (from turning point)-6' 
=615'-6' 
=609' 
(int of known elevation ! . turn1ng po1nt 
Finally, use foresight to determine the elevation of 
the point of concern. 
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Small Homes Council-Building Research Council 
The Small Homes Council-Building Research Council 
was established by the University of Illinois as an agen-
cy for research, publication, education, and public ser-
vice in the area of housing and building. Its program is 
keyed to take advantage of the many University resour-
ces-its laboratories and specialists-in many subjects 
related to housing and building. 
The Council conducts research independently or 
jointly with other departments, primarily under the 
sponsorship of governmental agencies, trade associa-
tions, and individual companies. Such projects are sup-
plemented by those funded by the University and from 
the sale of publications. These projects have been 
primarily in the areas of construction and design. 
Many of the Council's studies have been in the areas 
of simplifying construction methods and adapting 
large-scale building techniques to the needs of the small 
builder. Of particular importance has been the work in 
roof-truss and floor-truss construction, and the wall-
panel framing system. One of the major research con-
cerns has been with how much space families need in 
their homes and how it should be arranged. Special at-
tention has been given to the design of kitchens, and to 
energy conservation and solar utilization. 
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Unless research findings reach the hands of people 
who can use them, research is of little value. For this 
reason, publications are an important part of the 
Council's program. A complete listing of Council pub-
lications is available upon request to the Council at One 
East Saint Mary's Road, Champaign, IL 61820, or by 
calling (800) 336-0616. This activity is a non-profit but 
self-supporting one, which is necessary because a major 
proportion of the publications is distributed out of state. 
In addition, the Council ext~nds its information ser-
vices to homeowners and industry by conducting a 
limited housing advisory service. Specific questions 
relating to planning and construction, not covered in 
SHC-BRC publications, are answered by staff members 
within the limitations of the demands of education and 
research on their time. These inquiries preferably 
should be made by mail. The Council does not draw or 
review house plans for individuals. Telephone inquiries 
should be restricted to morning hours, Monday through 
Thursday, except in emergencies, to (217) 333-1801. Per-
sonal visits may be made to the Council offices at One 
East Saint Mary's Road, Champaign, Illinois. Appoint-
ments are preferred. 
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